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Statistical model selection has become an essential step for
the estimation of phylogenies from DNA sequence alignABSTRACT
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stants determined with precision (i.e. experimentally) for a
few reactions, the other equilibrium constants can also be
estimated. This then leaves two other classes of parameters:
affinity constants (Michaelis constants, inhibition or activation constants) and limiting rates (Vm ) which are estimated
by a global fit using known values of fluxes and concentrations of metabolites. This approach produces a large-scale
kinetic model of metabolism which should be seen as a hypothesis (or collection of hypotheses) about the dynamic
behaviour of the metabolic network. It is important to recognize that such a model is very rough and has low “dynamic resolution” but is nevertheless an important starting
point for further improvements. We have started to make
our large-scale model of yeast more accurate by substituting
the generic rate laws for precise rate laws for those enzymes
that we have already studied in detail. Rounds of sensitivity analysis and experimentation are proposed to identify the
enzymes that if studied in detail can best improved the accuracy of the model. The approximate low-accuracy model
developed is therefore an important piece towards accurate
large-scale metabolic models through this strategy proposed
here.
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